BALENCIAGA BY DEMNA GVASALIA
KANYE WEST IN VETEMENTS
BJÖRK IN MAIKO TAKEDA
AITOR THROUP IN DOVER STREET MARKET
TILDA SWINTON IN MARK FAST
SHILPA CHAVAN FOR LADY GAGA
THOMASINE BARNEKOW
FOR WALTER VAN BEIRENDONCK
SUSIE BUBBLE IN YANG DU
MAREUNROL'S BY MARĪTE MASTIŅA AND ROLANDS PĒTERKOPS
NAOMIE HARRIS IN PETER PILOTTO
ROMANCE WAS BORN
BY ANNA PLUNKETT AND LUKE SALES
LILY GATINS IN CAROLIN HOLZHubER
YUIMA NAKAZATO PARIS HAUTE COUTURE
WORKING FOR RENOWNED BRANDS

ITS#ONE
- Daniele Controversio designed for DIESEL, GURU, REPLAY and ARMANI, now Men & Women Design Director at TRUSSARDI
- Yuliati Soeprajitno designed for CARVEN, ISABEL MARANT, CHLOÉ
- Erik Jan Frenken designed for ALBERTA FERRETTI, VIKTOR & ROLF
- Elisa Grazioli designed for WOOLRICH, now Woman Designer for WP LAVORI IN CORSO
- Fabrizio Talia designed for GALLIANO, DIOR, MOSCHINO, DOLCE & GABBANA, now Head of Collection at ROSSELLA JARDINI, now Assistant Fashion Designer at ANTONIO MARRAS
- Kyoko Iwase designed for GIVENCHY, now Senior Jewelry designer for ALEXANDER MCOQUEEN
- Martine Jarlgaard designed for V. WESTWOOD RED LABEL, ALL SAINTS and DIESEL
- Marino D’Alonzo designed for CAVALLI, MARIELLA BURANI and VALENTINO GARAVANI

ITS#TWO
- Teppei Sugaya designed for ALEXANDER MCOQUEEN, DIESEL, now consultant for YKK
- Kelly Konings Designed for H&M
- Slobodan Mihajlovic, designed for VETEMENTS, PETER PILOTTO, ROBERTO CAVALDI now senior knitwear designer for ALBERTA FERRETTI

ITS#THREE
- Kiko Kim designed for ANTONIO MARRAS
- Hong Bo Li designer for CHRISTIAN DIOR Haute Couture
- Christian Board designed for DOLCE & GABBANA, GIANFRANCO FERRE’, MSGM and now Women’s Head Designer PORTS 1961
- Tatiana Davidov designed for CAVALLI and EMMANUEL UNGARO
- Demna Gvasalia designed for MAISON MARGIELA and LOUIS VUITTON, now Artistic Director BALENCIAGA

ITS#FOUR
- David Aliperti designed for LOUIS VUITTON, OSCAR DE LA RENTA, BELSTAFF and TORY BURCH, now Design Director of Concept for OSCAR DE LA RENTA
- Christopher de Vos designed for V. WESTWOOD
- Haizhen Wang designed for BOUDICCA, ALL SAINTS, MAX MARA and NIKE
- Christoph Froehlich designed for DIESEL and PUMA, now Design Director ADIDAS ORIGINALS
- Momoko Hashigami designed for JOHN GALLIANO and ANTONIO MARRAS
- Naomi Muramatsu designed for CHLOE’
- Ryo Yamada designed for LANVIN and CALVIN KLEIN, now design concept director men’s HILFIGER DENIM
- Masha Lamzina designed for JOHN GALLIANO

ITS#FIVE
- Heather Blake designed for SALVATORE FERRAGAMO and CERRAPINI
- Matthieu Blazy designed for RAF SIMONS, MAISON MARGIELA, CELINE and now Design Director CALVIN KLEIN
- Nadine Moellenkamp designed for VIKTOR & ROLF and DIESEL
- Heaven Tanudiredja designer for DRIES VAN NOTEN, collaborations with CHRISTIAN DIOR HAUTE COUTURE
- Seksarit Thanaprasittikul designed for CAROL CHRISTIAN POELL
- Igor Alustiza designed for ARMANI
- Natalia Culebras Cruz senior designer for Dior Homme
- Sara Marini designed for DIESEL, CALVIN KLEIN, now shoe and accessories designer for ANNE DEMEULEMEESTER
- Takayuki Tanaka designed for YOHJI YAMAMOTO
- Lawrence Guérin designed for LANVIN, LESAGE, CHLOE and BALMAIN
- Daniel Ivarsson designed for DIESEL, ALL SAINTS, WRANGLER and FUGA
- James Long Menswear & Womenswear Creative Director ICEBERG
- Aitor Throup special collaborations with STONE ISLAND, C.P. COMPANY, UMBRO, Creative Director for KASABIAN, DAMON ALBARN, collaboration with FLYING LOTUS, Executive Creative Director G-STAR RAW
### ITS#SIX
- Rani Bageria designed for CHLOÉ and ESPRIT
- David Longshaw designed for ALBERTA FERRERI and MAX MARA
- Susanne Happle Project & Accessories designed for ADIDAS by STELLA McCARTNEY now creative direction. ADIDAS Originals Kids Apparel & Accessories
- Katy Reiss Global Art Director LANVIN
- Oden Wilson designed for ADIDAS, MARNI, JIL SANDER, LANVIN, CÉLINE, now Director of design Womenswear BURBERRY
- Angela Ooi designed for ANTONIO MARRAS, KENZO, PORTS 1961 and VF CORPORATION, now Design Director at CALVIN KLEIN PERFORMANCE
- Taro Horiuchi designed for NINA RICCI
- Sandra Faessler designer for ADIDAS by STELLA McCARTNEY
- Louise Crawford Knitwear designer for HIROKO KOSHINO
- Sabrina Seifried designed for IRIS VAN HERPEN, G-STAR RAW and SCOTCH&SODA, now freelance designer for G.F. THE YARD
- Nicolas di Felice designed for CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE, BAILENCIAGA, now Senior Womenswear Designer LOUIS VUITTON
- Justin Smith designs for Cinema including Angelina Jolie’s “Maleficent”, Warner Bros’ “Pan”, “The Man from UNCLE”

### ITS#SEVEN
- Alithia Spuri Zampetti designed for VALENTINO, BOTTEGA VENETA, LANVIN and was Art Director for PAULE KA, now Associate Head of Design ALEXANDER McQUEEN
- Jan Farhi designed for CAVALLI
- Siri Johansen Knitwear designed for BURBERRY, PRINGLE OF SCOTLAND, now Head of Knitwear KENZO
- Andrea Cammarosano designed for WALTER VAN BEIRENDONCK and ICEBERG
- Jannita Van Den Haak designed for ADIDAS by STELLA MCCARTNEY, now BUGABOO
- David Steinhorst designer for ANTONIO BERARDI, GIVENCHY and KENZO, now Senior Womenswear Designer at MAISON SCHIAPARELLI
- Benjamin Shun Lai NG designed for DIESEL
- Mark Fast designed for PINKO, CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN, SWAROVSKI, TOPSHOP, WOOLMARK
- Heikki Salonen designed for DIESEL, now MAISON MARGIELA MM6
- Elise Gettiffie designer for PETER PILOTTO (2004 finalist)

### ITS#EIGHT
- Maria Lavigna designed for CAVALLI
- Tatiana Pogrebnyak designed for CAVALLI
- Ali Forbes designed for SWAROVSKI
- Weronika Lesniak designed for BURBERRY, now Costume Design for WARNER BROS
- Helen Robotham designed for JIMMY CHOO, BURBERRY and SOPHIE HULME
- Deniz Demirsoy designed for EMILIO PUCCI and HUGO BOSS
- Liam Evans Womenswear designer for DIESEL
- Chau Har Lee designed footwear for NIKE and CAMPER and BALLY

### ITS#NINE
- Michael Kampe designed for DIESEL, SCOTCH & SODA and HUGO BOSS, now Creative Director at LEE Jeans
- Hanna Ter Meulen designed for AQUASCUTUM, HARDY AMIES, SANDRO, CALVIN KLEIN and NORSE PROJECTS
- Courtney McWilliams Design Director for GIVENCHY
- Nir Goeta designed for MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA and BENETTON
- Si Young Kim Women’s handbag and accessories designer for BURBERRY
- Sara Bro-Jørgensen designed for BURBERRY and CALVIN KLEIN, now Senior Concept Designer at COS
- Alice Knackfuss designer for CHRISTIAN WINJANTS
WORKING FOR RENOWNED BRANDS

ITS#TEN
- Fah Chakshuvej designed for MAISON MARGIELA and RAVENS HEAVEN, now interior designer and Artistic Director for WORLD OF ART
- Ruth Green designed for SKUNKFUNK, now knitwear designer at BAMFORD
- Niran Avisar Senior designer for DIESEL BLACK GOLD, head costume designer at NETFLIX for “Greenhouse Academy” series, now Menswear designer ALEXANDER WANG
- Sol Ahn Designed for VIKTOR & ROLF, PAUL SMITH and now Creative Director Menswear at SURFACE TO AIR
- Niran Avisar Senior designer for DIESEL BLACK GOLD, head costume designer at NETFLIX for “Greenhouse Academy” series, now Menswear designer ALEXANDER WANG
- Ichiro Suzuki designed for HENRY POOLE now MAISON MARGIELA
- Mark Goldenberg designed for DIANE VON FURSTENBERG and MAYA NEGRI (former ITS finalist), Editor in Chief CONART MAGAZINE, designer RONEN CHEN
- Shengwei Wang designed for GALLIANO, McQUEEN and GILES DEACON
- Ana Rajcevic contributor SHOWstudio

ITS 2013
- Xiao Li designed for DIESEL
- Melissanthis Spei designed for PHOEBE ENGLISH and MINKI CHENG
- Sarah Ysabel Dyne Narici designed for ALEXANDER MCQUEEN and STEPHEN WEBSTER
- Marie Cabirou designed for Christian Dior Couture
- Milko Boyarov designer for SWATCH
- Felix Chabluk Smith designer for BALENCIAGA
- Annelie Gross, designed for ESCADA
- Cat Potter – Senior colour & material designer for MCLAREN AUTOMOTIVE LTD

ITS 2014
- Zoe Waters designed for DIESEL
- Alexander Benekritis designed for TOMMY HILFIGER, RALPH LAUREN and LACOSTE, freelance Senior Designer at C&A
- Anuk Yosebashvili designed for IRIS VAN HERPEN
- Ian Waller Leathergoods Designer LOUIS VUITTON
- Mirjia Pitkaart designed for LOUIS VUITTON, now Bottega Veneta
- Niloufar Esfandiary designed for VICKI SARIE

ITS 2015
- Elina Maattanen designer for MAISON MARGIELA, now Head of Design at Tiger of Sweden
- Paula Knorr designed for PETER PILOTTO (2004 finalist)
- Shay Tako designer for SWATCH
- Kim Shui designed for HELMUT LANG and RICK OWENS and Samsung
- Polina Yakobson Designer for GARETH PUGH

ITS 2016
- Birute Mazeikaite designed for ANNE SOFIE MADSEN and HERMIONE FLYNN
- Garance Brandely designed for PIAGET, now CHRISTIE’S
- Chihani Tokizawa designed for WRITTENAFTEARDS
- Chu-Ting Lee Footwear Designer for SOPHIA WEBSTER
- Ilaria Fiore Designed for SALVATORE FERRAGAMO, FENDI, now Menswear Designer GUCCI
- Jana Zornik Designed for SWATCH
- Helen Kirkum designed for ADIDAS ORIGINALS
WORKING FOR RENOWNED BRANDS

- Sheila Pazos designed for VIKTOR & ROLF and now SWATCH
- Han Kim designed for RICHARD JAMES SAVILLE ROWW
- Stefanie Tschirky designed for MARY KATRANZOU
- Marco Baitella designed for BALENCIAGA, NEIL BARRET, now designer for VALENTINO

ITS 2018
- Catalina Albertini designed for THE RESTORY Ltd
- Eleonor McDonald studio assistant for THOM BROWN and menswear Design Assistant at BURBERRY
- Laura Olivella designed for THE RESTORY Ltd and JW ANDERSON
- Kira Goodey designed for NICHOLAS KIRKWOOD Ltd
- Mayako Kano Associate Designer, Embroidery and Embellishments at TORY BURCH
FINALISTS WITH THEIR OWN LINES / PROJECTS

ITS#ONE
- Erik Jan Frenken - own line FRENKEN
- Lela Scherrr - own line LEILA SCHERRER
- Miri Weinstock - own line MIRI WEINSTOCK
- Martine Jarlgaard – own line MARTINE JARLGAARD

ITS#TWO
- Joline Jolink - own line JOLINE JOLINK
- Monique Van Heist - own line MONIQUE VAN HEIST
- Maya Negr - own line MAYA NEGRI
- Cathy Pill - showed in Paris Haute Couture with her own line CATHY PILL, now fashion portal MUSESTYLE.COM and CEO / co-founder Shopally app

ITS#THREE
- Yoshikazu Yamagata - own line WRITTENAFTEWRARDS
- Mada Van Gaans - own line MADA VAN GAANS
- Peter Pilotto - working on his own line PETER PILOTTO
- Demna Gvasalia - own line VETEMENTS

ITS#FOUR
- Kiho Kim and Momoko Hashigami - own line COINONIA
- Masha Lamzina - own line MASHA LAMZINA
- Marga Weimans - own line MARGA WEIMANS
- Anna Louise Plunkett and Luke John Sales - own line ROMANCE WAS BORN
- Haizhen Wang - own line HAIZHEN WANG
- Christopher de Vos - own line PETER PILOTTO

ITS#FIVE
- Aitor Throup - own line AITOR THROUP
- James Long - own line JAMES LONG
- Mikio Sakabe - own line MIKIO SAKABE
- Takayuki Tanaka - own line DIVKA
- Heaven Tanudiredja - own jewellry line HEAVEN TANUDIREJDA
- Daniel Ivarsson - own line HADAKA DENIM
- Heather Blake - own line EVA BLAKE

ITS#SIX
- Kathryen Renee Beker - own line KATHRYN BEKER
- Susan Maria Dimasi - own line MATERIAL BY PRODUCT
- Justin Smith - own millinery line JSMITH ESQUIRE
- Marie Mastina and Rolands Peterkops - own line MAREUNROL'S
- Taro Horiuchi - own line TARO HORIUCHI
- David Longshaw - own line LONGSHAW WARD
- Rani Bageria - own line RANI BAGERIA

ITS#SEVEN
- Yang Du - own line YANG DU
- Yuima Nakazato - own line YUIMA NAKAZATO
- Mark Fast - own line MARK FAST
- Tomasz Donocik - own line TOMASZ DONOCIK
- Valentim Quaresma - own line VALENTIM QUARESMA
- Andrea Cammarosano - own line ANDREA CAMMAROSANO
- Jannita Van Den Haak - own line JANNISSIMA
- Terhi Polkki - own footwear line TERHI POLKKI

ITS#EIGHT
- Una Burke - own line UNA BURKE
- Mason Jung - own line MASON JUNG
- Chau Har Lee - own line CHAU HAR LEE

ITS#NINE
- Martina Spetlova - own line MARTINA SPETLOVA
- Astrid Andersen - own line ASTRID ANDERSEN
- Kirsty Ward - own line LONGSHAW WARD

ITS#TEN
- Shilpa Chavan - own line LITTLE SHILPA
- Sharon Vaizer - own line SHARON VAIZER
- Harald Lunde Helgesen - own line HAIK WITH US
- Sarah Cho - own line SCHO

ITS 2012
- Yong Kyun Shin - own line YONG KYUN SHIN
- Taeseok Kang - own line TAEOSEOK KANG
- Luke Brooks - own line LUKE BROOKS
- Ana Rajcevic - own line ANA RAJCEVIC
- Charlotte Valkeniers – own line CHARLOTTE VALKENIERS
- Benjamin John Hall – own line BENJAMIN JOHN HALL
- Victoria Spruce – own line VICTORIA SPRUCE
- Marius Janusauskas – own line MARIUS JANUSAUSKAS
- Isabel Vollrath – own line IVR
- Gregory Larin – own line GREGORY LARIN
- Ichiro Suzuki – own line ICHIRO SUZUKI
FINALISTS WITH THEIR OWN LINES / PROJECTS

**ITS 2013**
- Anabela Chan - own line ANABELA CHAN
- Paula Cheng – own line PAULA CHENG
- Yun Chin Hsu – own line HSU Jewellery
- Xiao Li – own line XIAO LI
- Percy Lau – own line PERCY LAU STUDIO
- Rayya Valerie Marcos – own line BIRD ON A WIRE

**ITS 2014**
- Maiko Takeda - own line MAIKO TAKEDA
- Ivana Damjanovic - own line KOISHILAMAT
- Carolin Holzhuber - own line CAROLIN HOLZHUBER
- Rok Marinsek and Olga Kosica - own line OLGAFACESROK
- Lior Shulak own line CONTOUR

**ITS 2015**
- Adi Lev Dori - own line ADI LEV
- Bojana Nikodijevic - own line OBOYI
- Isabel Helf - own line ISABEL HELF
- Iskren Lozanov - own line ISKREN LOZANOV
- Quoi Alexander - own line QUOI ALEXANDER
- Liat Ginzburg - own line LIAT GINZBURG
- Paula Knorr - own line PAULA KNORR
- Polina Yakobson - own line CHARLES YAKOB
- Tom Van der Borght & Shalva Nikvashvili - own line TOM VAN DER BORGH
- Viktorija Agne - own line PRABA 750
- Kim Shui - own line KIM SHUI
- Richard Quinn - own line RICHARD QUINN
- Bianca Chong – own line BIANCA CHONG
- Nadine Eismann – own line NADINE EISMANN
- Daniella Saraya – own line DANIELLA SARAYA
- Yuko Koike – own line YUKO KOIKE
- Kaat De Groef – own line KAT DE GROEF
- Kota Okuda – own line KOTA OKUDA
- Sonja Iglic – own line SONJA IGlic

**ITS 2016**
- Flora Miranda - own line FLORA MIRANDA
- Séro Oh - own line SERO PARIS
- Niels Gundtoft Hansen - own line HAERVAERK
- Stefanie Tschirky - own line STEFANIE TSCHIRKY
- Le Roni Sachelaridi - own line LE RONI HEADPIECES
- Tatiana Lobanova – own line TATIANA LOBANova
- Yanjing Dong – own line YUANJING DONG
- Jana Zornik – own line JANA ZORNIK
- Helen Kirkum – own line HELEN KIRKUM
- Chung – Ting Lee – own line CHUTING
- Biyuan Zhang – own line BIYUAN ZHANG
- Hazuki Katagai – own line HAZUKI KATAGAI
- Sheila Pazos – own line SHEILAZ PAZOS
- Sari Räthel – own line SARI RÄTHEL

**ITS 2018**
- WujicJo - own line WUJIC JO
- Melita Rus - own line MELLOW
- Manimekala Fuller – own line MEKALA FULLER
- Kira Goodey - own line KIRA GOODEY
- Emma Chopova & Laura Lowena - own line CHopoVA LOWENA
- Eleanor McDonald - own line ELEANOR MCDONALD
- Caroline Hu - own line HÜ
- Maya Schossberger-Armoza - own line MAYA SCHOSS
- Di Gao – own line DI GAO
- Po Chieh Chiu – own line PO CHIEH CHIU
- Tolu Coker – own line TOLU COKER
- Veronika Fabian – own line VERONIKA FABIAN

**ITS 2019**
- Rafael Kouto – own line RAFAEL KOUTO
- Hazuki Katagai – own line HAZUKI KATAGAI
WHERE THEY SELL

FLAGSHIP STORE
- Lela Scherrer (ITS#ONE)
- Joline Jolink (ITS#TWO)
- Maya Negri (ITS#TWO)
- Daniel Ivarsson (ITS#FIVE)
- Jannita Van den Haak (ITS#SEVEN)
- Terhi Polkki (ITS#SEVEN)
- Astrid Andersen (ITS#NINE)
- Sarah Cho (ITS#TEN) - showroom
- Isabel Vollrath (ITS 2012)
- Anabela Chang (ITS 2013)
- Yun Chin Hsu (ITS 2013) - showroom
- Lior Shulak (ITS 2014)

OWN ONLINE STORE
- Einav Zucker (ITS#ONE)
- Mirit Weinstock (ITS#ONE)
- Erik Jan Frenken (ITS#ONE)
- JOLINE JOLINK (ITS#TWO)
- MAYA NEGRI (ITS#TWO)
- Divka by Takayuki Tanaka (ITS#FIVE)
- Justin Smith (ITS#SIX)
- Valentim Quaresma (ITS#SEVEN)
- Jannita Van den Haak (ITS#SEVEN)
- Terhi Polkki (ITS#SEVEN)
- Una Burke (ITS#EIGHT)
- Elise Gettliffe (ITS#EIGHT)
- Anabela Chang (ITS 2013)
- Carolin Holzhuber (ITS 2014)
- Quoi Alexander (ITS 2015)
- Elina Määttänen (ITS 2015)
- Nadide Eismann (ITS 2015)
- Kim Shui (ITS 2015)
- Biyun Zhang (ITS 2016)
- Sheila Pazos (ITS 2016)
- Maya Shoss (ITS 2018)
- Melita Rus (ITS 2018)
- Rafael Kouto (ITS 2019)

ONLINE AND SELECTED STORES
- Erik Jan Frenken (ITS#ONE)
- Monique van Heist (ITS#TWO)
- Mada Van Gaans (ITS#THREE)
- Peter Pilotto (ITS#THREE)
- Aitor Throup (ITS#FIVE)
- Justin Smith (ITS#SIX)
- Yang Du (ITS#SEVEN)
- Mark Fast (ITS#SEVEN)
- Tomasz Donocik (ITS#SEVEN)
- Valentim Quaresma (ITS#SEVEN)
- Terhi Polkki (ITS#SEVEN)
- Una Burke (ITS#EIGHT)
- Elise Gettliffe (ITS#SEVEN, ITS#EIGHT)
- Astrid Andersen (ITS#NINE)
- Martina Spetlova (ITS#NINE)
- Sarah Cho (ITS#TEN)
- Carolin Holzhuber (ITS 2014)
- Paula Knorr (ITS 2015)
- Richard Quinn (ITS 2015)

YOOX
- Natalia Brilli (ITS#THREE)
- Peter Pilotto (ITS#THREE)
- Yoshikazu Yamagata (ITS#THREE)
- David Longshaw (ITS#SIX)
- Kirsty Ward (ITS#NINE)

DOVER STREET MARKET
- Demna Gvasalia (ITS#THREE)
- Cecile Bahnsen (ITS#SEVEN)
- Sophie Bille Brahe (ITS#SEVEN)
- Xiao Li (ITS 2013)
- Katie Roberts-Wood (ITS 2014)

DOVER STREET MARKET
- Demna Gvasalia (ITS#THREE)
- Cecile Bahnsen (ITS#SEVEN)
- Sophie Bille Brahe (ITS#SEVEN)
- Xiao Li (ITS 2013)
- Katie Roberts-Wood (ITS 2014)

10 CORSO COMO
- Peter Pilotto (ITS#THREE)
- Xiao Li (ITS 2013)
- Richard Quinn (ITS 2015)

OPENING CEREMONY
- Heikki Salonen (ITS#SEVEN)
- Niels Peeraer (ITS#NINE)
- Xiao Li (ITS 2013)
- Paula Knorr (ITS 2015)
PRESENT IN OTHER CONTESTS/EVENTS

ANDAM
- Cathy Pill WINNER (2005)
- Natalia Brilli WINNER (2006)
- Mark Fast (2010)
- Cecilie Bahnsen (2018)

MANGO
- Mikio Sakabe (2007)
- Cathy Pill (2008)
- Peter Pilotto & Christopher de Vos (2008)
- Takayuki Tanaka (2012)
- Takashi Nishiyama (2012)

HYERES
- Alice Knackfuss (2008)
- MAREUNROL’S WINNERS (2009, 2012)
- Harald Lunde Helgesen WINNER (2009)
- Jasper Sinchai Chadprajong (2010, 2012)
- Matthieu Lavanchy WINNER (2010)
- Anou Kruthof WINNER (2011)
- Michael Kampe (2011)
- Elina Määttänen (2015)

WHO IS ON NEXT
- Andrea Cammarosano WINNER (2012)

LVMH PRIZE
- Demna Gvasalia (2015)
- Astrid Andersen (2016)

- Xiao Li (2016)
- Yuko Koike (2016)
- Cecilie Bahnsen (2017)

FASHION FRINGE
- Aminaka Wilmont WINNERS (2007)
- Helen Robotham WINNER ACCESSORIES (2009)
- Haizhen Wang WINNER (2012)

NEWGEN
- Chau Har Lee (2011)
- Heikki Salonen (2011)
- Yang Du (2011)
- Astrid Andersen (2015, 2016)
- Shaun Samson (2015, 2016)
- Paula Knorr (2017, 2018)
- Richard Quinn (2017, 2018)

INTERNATIONAL WOOLMARK PRIZE
- Rayya Morcos (Bird On a Wire) Winner 2014
- Linda Calugi (TWINS FLORENCE) 2018
- Xiao Li 2018

PITTI W10
- Peter Pilotto and Christopher de Vos guest designers (2012)
- Aitor Throup with Umbro Project presentation (2011)

OTHER
- Anna Schwamborn Umbro competition (2012)
- Kat Marks International Design Awards (2009)
- Ruth Green Winner of British Fashion Council+Warehouse graduate design competition (2009)
- Emma Yeo Future Map, Artist in Resident UCA Farnham (2009)
- Tomasz Donock Gold Winner at Goldsmiths Craftmanship And Design Awards (2008)
- Nutre Arayavanish New Designer Of The Year Thailand (2009), Jewellery Designer Of The Year at British Jeweller’s Association, Theo Fennell Award, Conran Foundation Award (2007)
- Justin Smith Hat Designer Of The Year (2010)
- Leonard Kahlcke, Dato Jimmy Choo Award (2012)
- Vaibhav Singh, Winner Design a Bag Competition (2012)

- Anabela Chan, British Goldsmiths’ Craftmanship and Design Awards (2012, 2013)
- Polina Yakobson, Persil Fashion Awards (2013)
- Natalija Mencej, Feel the Yarn (2013)
- Zoe Waters, IFF Thierry Mugler (2014)
- oigafacesrok, Elle Style Awards (2014)
- Kota Okuda, Honourable Mention Chengju International Craft Biennale South Korea (2015)
- Yun Sun Jang, Theo Fennel Best Work in Jewelry (2015)
- Katherine Roberts-Wood, Fashion Scout SS16 Merit Award Winner
- Anita Hirlekar, Ones to Watch SS16 London Fashion Week
- Astrid Andersen, Newgen MEN recipient AW16
- Daniella Saraya, Krama Award at Autor International Contemporary Jewelry Fair (2015)
- Richard Quinn, Queen Elizabeth the II British Design (2018)
- Rafael Kouto, Swiss Design Awards 2018
- Caroline Hu, Winner BOF China Prize 2018

© INTERNATIONAL TALENT SUPPORT
RICHARD QUINN,
QUEEN ELIZABETH
THE II BRITISH DESIGN